COUNCIL WORK MINUTES
NIARCH 3. 2O2I
The City Council held a work meeting on Wednesday, March 3,2021, at 5:30 p.m. in the
City Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; Executive
Assistant Onjulee Pittser; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis;
Police Chief Darin Adams; Fire Chief Mike Phillips; Economic Development Director
Darmy Stewart; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall; Leisure Services Director, Ken
Nielson; Airport Manager, Nick Holt.
OTHERS PRESENT: Alice So uza, Mauel Souza, Laura Henderson, Nicholas Wilis, Don
Bean, Nancy Pearson, Joel Hansen, Dallas Buckner, Tim Watson, Teri Kenney, Matthew
Langston, Reed Erickson, Jeff Corry, Norman Forbush, Carter Wilkey, Tom Jett, Kathy
Clemick, Joe Schoening

GALL To ORDER: Reverend Nancy Pearson of community presbyerian church gave the
invocation; the pledge was led by Tyler Romeril.
AGENDA ORDERAPPRO VAL: Mavor: There are a few items that I would ask the
council to table. Items #5 &#6 and congratulations to the cHS Men's Basketball team
becoming the 4-A state champs today. Also, Item #9 also tabled. councilmember Isom
moved to approve the amended agenda order; second by Councilmernber Hartley; vote
unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION AGENI) A-MAYOR AND COUNC IL BUSINESS: STAFF
COI}II\{ENTS: Scott: A few citizens have contact me, and I'd like staff to look into
installing a street light on the comer of 300 w. and coal creek. Because of the anglc of the
road, it is difficult to see. we addressed the parking issue and noticed it needs to bi

repainted for the No Parking by the homebuilders. I discussed with Jonathan at doing a study
for a cross walk where it aligns with the bridge that connects to our tmils. I,d like to find out
about getting lights put back on the trees on center st. I'm concemed if we don't do that
soon, the blossoms on the trees will be out and it will be difficult, and we'll be breaking
things. There were no staff comments.

PUBLIC COMNIENTS Mayor: I know some people are here becausc of thc Redmen
itan. That will not be discussed tonight where that was tabled. I've talked with
Dale Brinkerhoff. I will ask Herr corry to come up during public comments and give
council an overview. He (Dale) said there was a chance the school board has a letter for us.
Ifyou could, let them know ifyour view is the same as his and you'll look at the mascot
issue in the future. Laura Henderson: I would like to have a moment of silence. we've
lost
a long-term community member, Ira Schoppman. He was a sheriff in the county
for 32
sigrrage
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years and with CCPD for 2 years. He was a very loved and respected community member.
Mavor: Is the mascot issue something that the current school board readdresses? Herr Jeff
!gg4: They will readdrcss the symbol, which is scheduled for April. As far as the letter that
was going to be read, (l don't have it, my fellow board members does) I don't know that they
will be here tonight. Mavor: Where I'd talked to Dale, I wanted the information to come
straight from the source. Melline: It sounds like the school board is addressing this issue in
the ncar future. @[: We've had a few things come up in the school board, but April is when
it's scheduled. Alice Souza: I wanted to become active in m y local community govemment
and I'm concemed. I'm associated with a small group of people and I want to urge the City
Council not to defund the police. I want to hang onto our water rights. Don't send them to
another state. I've heard rumors. We need water here desperately. Being a new person to
the area, I love plants and I don't want to see them or the public die. I had heard that some
southem states have put a sanctuary group of states for the 2nd amendment. I would like to
recommend that for our state. If nothing else the l"tand 2nd amendments and becoming a
sanctuary state for that. I would be interested in talking with people from Idaho, Wyoming
and Montana to see if we could form a small region to protect the citizens of the nation'
Mayor: We have no intention on defunding the police. We will likely be increasing some of

their budgets.

CONSIDER VICINITY PI,AN FOR 48 RANCII S UBD IVISION. PHASE 2
LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 4450 WEST 1600 SOUTH. GO CIVIL
EN GINEERING/DON BOUDREAU: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil Engineering - [!!gg:
This is phase 2 ofthe 48 Ranch Subdivision. It's a similar concept to phase l. It's the RE
zone. We're looking at the half acre density. All the lots we've proposed are in excess of
that. They're all in the 30,000 to I acre size. Phase I ended and we're expanding another 18
lots. Scott: Do they come in from the road up above? @@: Yes. Consent.
CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR OLD SO RREL TOWNIIONIES PUD LOCAIID
AT APPROXII\IATELY 540 SOUTH C RO SS HOLLOW ROAD. WATSON
ENGINEE RING/DON BOUDREAU: Tim Watson , Watson Engineering - Tim: That's the
current name, but it may change in the future. It's part of the Old Sorrel Ranch master
planned area. To the east side is Cross Hollow Road and the Swiss B&B on the north
boundary, and Cody Drive is on the NE comer. It's between the Swiss B&B and Cedar
City's detention pond to the south. There's 16 acres that are currently zoned to the mixed use
(MU) prior to the latest change. We have a town home development coming in now. We're
currently showing single-family townhomes attached in different locations. There's a
planned open space. Changes to that will be coming. The bedroom count has changed, so
we have to increase parking stalls. Egg!!: Don't lose the open space. Tim: We'll either have
the open space along the hillside or in the middte. We'll try to figure that out. In Planning
commission, I tried to get a positive recommendation to eliminate the privacy wall to the
west. I will be going to the Board of Adjustments next month to see what we can do.
@@g: You have everything west of there, right? Ilim: We do, but it's outside of thisgoing
derrelop-"nt. Melline: The intent ofthe fence is to preserve property values, and it's
in first and you guys are developing west. bE: There's a public trail behind that' !!4q:
Right. we're asking for a variance on that if we can so we can continue the hillside. The
trail alone will create its own visual separation between the PUD and the remaining
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development. We'll try to keep it as open as possible. There's a few security elernents that
would help. If we had a fence there, you can only access it from the inside. Mellins: I'm
fine with that. When the PUD comes that's when the wall comes in. @: We have to be
aware if they decide to sell it, the piece behind it. Tim: It's part of the same master plan and
it'll carry on the same. @: Anytime we pull out of the ordinance and they setl the property
we hear it. Melling: I agree. !gg!!: Could you speak to the easement to the North? There
was discussion in Planning Commission about that. Tim: Currently between the Swiss B&B
and this 16-acre parcel is a 66' wide ingress/egress easement. we've had conversations with
the B&B, and they agree they would like to vacate that between the two parties. After
visiting with Tyler (Romeril), it's between the 2 parties and would be an item that we
wouldn't need to come back to the city for approval. Because it's not a public access; it's a
private. Romeril: The city had no interest in the easement. Tim: That's my understanding.
It's a road to nowhere. It was discussed by the planner that it was a master planned road, but
I haven't seen any additional information on that. Melline: Is there a through street
connecting westview and cross Hollow? Tim: Not in this development, but in the overall
master plan it is. It's south ofthe rodeo arena and will connect to the Ladybug Nursery area.
We're trying to work through the details for a master planned trail. We have a trail easernent
and a master planned trail on the west side. It was recently brought to our attention that was
supposed to be there as well, Mavor: And the livestock trail? Tim: It is in place. It's 40-ft.
along the west side of Cross Hollow Road. It's well known it's out there. Melline: Could
you have a sign on the north and south that says it's a livestock trail? So, when people buy
their house, they don't complain about the cows. Tim: you could put it as part of the title
commitment. Paul: You can waive it on the final!]il rim: It wili be shown on the final
plat. r9gg,!: Since this has no commercial in it, is the density calculated on the previous
ordinance? Looking at the front part it's a lot more dense than the rear. what' jthe driveway
lengths in there? Tim: we're currently shown at 20-22 ft. Terri: I saw they were going to
have 4 bedrooms. Is that why you have the increase on parking? Tim: yei. we Jo* a sbedroom option and now that we know now there,s going to be a 4s bedroom, that'll
increase. we don't know the percentage, but there will be additional units. The density now
is approx' 15- l6 units per acre. we're not meeting the 24 units per acre allowed in an i.-3
zone.
th Clemick: I didn' t see overflow parking. Is it on the end? Tim: Yes. Scott:
Will it be fully landscaped? Tim: Yes. Scott: Is Mr. Armbrust involved in the process?
Tim: Mr. Armbrust currently owns the prop erty, but he is selling it. Melline: Are there any
issues with overflow on the drainage pond t o the south? Do we divert any flood water there?
Paul: Jonathan can talk to this. On the no rth end ofthe pond there's an outflow line
underground. The city spent a lot ofmoney a few years ago running pipe out ofthe basin
and along Cross Hollow Road. Jonathan: It's a 36', pipe. Melline: if iher"'. a flood, will
elevations affect cross Hollow Road? what's the elevation there? r!nq: This development
sits lower than the pond. The berm on the north edge sits on the development itself. ihat's
something we'll be working through with the Engineering Department. The outlet is lower
than the development itself. This pond was designed to take the east portion of cross Hollow
Road out of the flood plain. Scott: How many units are there? Not bedrooms, but units.
Tim: On this plan there's 201. Consent.
C ONSIDER

VI CINITY PLAN FOR LAKEVI EWTOWNH ONIES PUD LOCATED

AT APPROXIMATELY 750 SOU'I'H C ov E DRIVE. WA TSON ENGINEERING/
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DON BOUDREAU: Bob Platt , Platt & Platt Engineering This is the Mesa Hills
office building at 700 S. and Cove. This project is 8 units, 4 twin homes on 0.88 acres and
it's called the Lakeview Townhomes PUD. It's been reviewed by staff and received a
positive recommendation from Planning Commission. Mg!!!lg: It's a great spot for
something like this. Scott: I agree. There was some discussion in Planning Commission
about the height variation ofthe land as opposed to the project behind it. Is there anyplan
for excavation and compaction? Bob: We haven't completed the grading plan yet. Years
ago, the sewer was stubbed to this site through this driveway. That's a determining factor on
how we set the elevation to these houses. If it sits up too high, and this property is sloping to
the south, we may replace that line. I'm not committing to that, but it's a possibility. That's
our sewer and water connection right now. Terri: I talked to the owner and he thought they
were going to try and take it down. I asked about the wall on the south side. There's already
a 6-ft. wall at elevation and another 6-ft. wall. !g!: There was some discussion. There's a
wall on the east side of Crescent Heights and a wall on Crestline and those walls will stay
intact. fu1q: Is there concem with the access that we recently put the crosswalk in from the
trail that leads from the Lake at the Hills to the Blackstone Project? It looks like it's close to
the entrance and exit to this project. It's also on a hill going up to Christ the King Church. If
not, could you look at it? I have concems. Terri: Is there an entrance on Cove Drive? @!:
The driveway to this project is on the east, but the driveway to the Mesa Hills commercial
building is above it. That won't be an access for this project. Jonathan: During the design
process, we'll look at distances and make sure it meets engineering standards. Consent.
CONSIDER VICINITY PI,AN FOR DIAI\{ OND K PUD LOCATED AT 280 WEST 2IOO
NORTH. PLATT & PLATT ENGINEERING/DON BOUD REAU: Bob Platt, Platt &
Platt EngineerinC - EgD: This is called Northfield Apartment Subdivision. This is the
proposed 8-unit PUD on the lot that was master planned for 8 units, but this is a different
configuration that Diamond K wants to go with. fog!!: Why would they and we want to
approve a I Jot PUD in the middle of a subdivision? !g!: They want to do a different
configuration to make it more private. Ron: I think they want to sell individual units off.
@!: When this comes for final approval, this piece will be vacated out of this subdivision
and plat over this. Consent.

CONSIDER GRANTING AN EASEMENT TO NORTHWEST FIELD IRRIGATION
COMPANY (BULLDOG DITCM AS PART OF THE IRON BEND SUBDIVISION.
ROSENBERG ASSOCIATES/JONATHAN STATHIS: This itcm v'as tablcd.
CONSIDER APPROVING THE FTNAI, PLAT FOR THE IRON BEND
SUBDMSION. ROSENBERG ASSOCIATES/TYLER ROMERIL: This item v'as
pulled.

CONSIDER APPROVING THE FINAL PLAT FOR THE VALL E AT SOUTIT
NIOUNTAIN SUBDIVI SION PHASE I LOCATED AT 3 50 WEST SOUTH
MOUNTAIN DRM. GO CML/T\'LER ROMERIL: - Joel Hansen: This parcel is The
Estates Phase 1. The line on the east is the dividing line between entities I'm partnered in.
From that line east, everything is South Mountain, and to the west is Bauer Meadows. We
own that in a different entity and bought that property fiom Bud & Danny Bauer. This is The
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Valley at Bauer Meadows Phase l. When we did the RDO; we put R-2-2 along South
Mountain Drive, then put R-2-l north of that. We're continuing that band with this project,
fronting South Mountain Drive to the west on Westview Drive. We have R-2-2 on the
frontage, but we're only building single-family dwellings. They won't be twin homes. It's a
25lot subdivision and meets zoning. Romeril: We've gone through the final plat process;
the fees are paid; the CC&R's are in hand; the bond agreement's been signed. I've been
contacted by the bank saying I'll have the letter ofcredit before the action meeting. ilq!:
You'll have it tomorrow. I've verified it with Jeremy and the bank. ,!q!: The Estates are to
the west on South Mountain Drive, and the valley goes into the middle ridge and up to the
west ridge. This will be R-2-2 and R-2- I along the road, then north of that in the valleys will
be R-1. We'll do that in the valleys out by Westview Drive and the elementary school.
!l!g!hg: So, to the north is the temporary easement and it will continue on. Joel: The
temporary cul-de-sac will continue into an R-l zone. We'll continue to design and build to
the north. That property runs into the SITLA property being developed by the Leavitt's, until
we go west and run into Cross Hollows. I have a master plan concept of what we will build.
Once we get building people will be pleased with them It's a different design in this size of
lot. There's a 10-ft. driveway with a 2-car guage, a bedroom above it and split entry. It will
add a whole new level to Cedar City with new home designs and layouts. Terri: Will you
have a builder that will build it out? You're not selling the lots? Joel: No. I won't sell the
lots. I have a builder I'm working with. I will do infrastructure and they'll do the building.
we'll try to continue to keep the same concept to the west. It won't look like a tract house.
There are different options in color, floors plans, and designs, because we have a different
footprint size and lot size on the house. The houses can be made bigger. Scott: Is this
residential estates? ,[q!: This is R-2-1 and R-2-2. It will have curb, gutter, and sidewalk.
Scott: will there be streetlights? Joel: No. There will only be streetlights at the entrance.
We're working on having house numbers that are illuminated. I've emailed Chief Adams.
Scott: I want to make sure the public safety people can find houses in emergencies. Joel:
Because of the size of the lots, you can do a placard on the house that will be illuminated. In
The Estates it's different, because some driveways will be long enough that you won't see
the house number on the house. we will go to an artificial rock or real rock that has a solar
light shining on the house number by the main road. My intention going west and going
along is to put street lights along westview Drive and at the entrances to the neighborhoods.
Aesthetically that will be nice to have lights at the entrances and down the road. Action.

CONSIDER GR,\NTING A LE TTER DENYING ANNEXA TION }'OR PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 165 W ES T 3OOO NORTH. DENNIS JOHNSON/T YLER ROMERII,:
Dennis Johnson - @!g: The property is in the Old Farm subdivision. The roadway going
north out of Old Farm comes by our property to 3000 N. We want to clear up the issues with
ownership and the roadway. The roadway was developed as old Farm subdivision. water
and sewer lines are buried under the roadway that serve Old Farm. They wanted us to give
them an easement to put waterlines and sewer lines in and we said ok if there was a roadway
developed and the utilities were under the roadway. We gave the property to Cedar City by
quit claim deed about 20 years ago. The county recorded it as easement rather than a deed.
we still have I piece of property that has roadway through the middle of it. we are still
paying taxes on the roadway. we wanted a road development subdivision, which gives us
property on the east and west sides of the road and deeds the roadway to the City. We.re
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doing no development there. This roadway's been there for over I 5 years. Romeril:
Procedurally, in order to do this and have this properly recorded with the County, because
they fall within the City's Annexation Declaration area he has to get us to deny that. Once
we deny it, they can get it properly recorded and we'll have 2 separate parcels he is
requesting. In the future if Mr. Johnson wants to develop that property again, it falls within
the City's Annexation Declaration and it would start the process again, where he'd need to
request annexation or a denial. Melline: This had unanimous approval in Planning
Commission to deny annexation. Scott: If this happened 20 years ago, why has it come to
light now? Dennis: In the early part, it was greenbelt property and not a big issue. It
belonged to our family the last 5-6 years. When it was taken out of the greenbelt, it became a
bigger issue. We don't want to pay taxes on the roadway and want the property split into 2
pieces. Melline: As part of the process will the City own that road? Dennis: The City owns
it now. Paul: If we had an easement for it, we treat it like it's our road. !&l!!gg: We have
an easement, but it's not a public roadway. Paul: He wanted to do it by deed and somehow
it was done by easement and the County recorded it as an easement. Dennis: It was done by
deed. The County made a mistake and recorded it as an easement. That road belongs to
Cedar City and has been for 20 y ears. Rced Erickson.C ounty Planner: Their interest is to
sell the parcel on the west side of the street and now the County recognizes that as a single
parcel. In order to sell it, they need to subdivide that off. The County process for doing that
is a road dedication subdivision that would allow that road to be dedicated and the remainder
parcels will become a legal lot and they could sell that lot. Scott: And they can't do that until
we deny the annexation. Reed: The City denies the annexation request and we've done our
due diligence in coordinating with the City. Any interest in subdividing the parcels would
have to come back to the City and request annexation. @@g: If someone built a house on
that 1 acre without further subdivision, that would stay in in the County. !ggg!: You
wouldn't be able to hook onto water because it's City water. They could drill a well and live
there and get a building permit with the County. Ron: How long have you been in your
home? Dennis: About 5 % years now. Consent.

CONSIDER NAME CHANGE FROM REDMAN WAY (660 SOUTN TO RED'S
WAY. CEDAR HIGH STUDENT GOVERNMENT: This items v,as tabled.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AMENDING CHAPTER 32 CONCERNING
STREETLIGHTS IN SUBDIVISIONS. TYLER ROMERIL: Romeril-About2months
ago, we discussed an Old Sorrel final plat and found the City's current ordinance allowed
CC&R's to supersede a City requirement to have street lights. City Council had some
concems, so staff took those concerns through the approval process. When it came through
Planning Commission, they recommended that for City owned subdivisions need to have
streetlights according to our standards. They also gave a recommendation for PUD's to be
given leeway if they have recorded CC&R's that don't require it, the City will allow that.
That's the final language for your consideration. Mellins: I researched streetlights and I
couldn't find a clear benefit or detriment. A lot of people may not want it in PUD's. Some
people appreciate the dark skies. If there are mature trees, you need a streetlight every 50I 00 ft. at least to avoid trip hazards. I have a hard time salng they need to do that when
there's no public safety concem. In a PUD, ifit's in the covenants and prohibited, we can go
with that. This is such an overwhelming argument that I don't see this as something we have
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to legislate. Scott: It's not a matter ofaesthetics, but more about safety. The City runs the
liability if people get hurt and we don't provide lighting, we are open to civil litigation. In
our Engineering standards, we don't have any narrative that encourages the different kinds of
street lights. It's not 1 size fits all, but it's a step in the right direction. !{9!!!4g: Is that
something we have a liability issue over if we don't require streetlights in a subdivision they
can sue us? Romeril: Yes, there is a change we could be liable or pulled into a law suit. The
City's argument would be to allow private property owners to develop their property as they
choose. We make sure if we give this exception it's in recorded CC&Rs and the buyer has to
do their due diligence of what they're getting into when they buy the property. !&l!!Eg: I
think most people the law implies they do read covenants when they buy property. Some
people don't want street lights. Maybe we could flush out the types of lighting and clarifiing
What other options would council like to
the types and options we'd like to see.
include? !1[9@g: Downward facing. @!: The spec out there is already down shielded.
MglliUg: Is that in engineering or subdivision standards? Scott: Yes, but there's no narrative
to encourage folks to support that. It is there in terms of design and standards. Melling: I
would be supportive if there was language that if CC&Rs prohibit street lights, they must
require illuminated numbers on houses or something like that. Paul: Mr. Hansen just talked
about putting the street lights on the main roads and not residential roads. This would not
allow that in future phases of his subdivision. Mellins: If we wanted to get into the details,
I'd be ok with requiring it on roads that are likely to receive (x) amount of traffic. @41!@:
Master planned roads. @,@g: Or if it's a way to show if it's a residential and doesn't
connect to others and has fewer than (x) number ofunits. However we want to define it, to
allow options in the interest of safety we have illuminated certain thoroughfares.
There are existing subdivisions without street lights. Equestrian Point is one. Melline: Is the
median home price in those subdivisions higher than everywhere else? Romcril: I would
guess. Scott: There's South Mountain and Gemini Meadows.. Jonathan: Eagle Ridge is
another one. Romeril: Old Sorrell.

fu!:

@4!l:

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. Tom Jett: I disagree. I think street Iights are
important overhead. In my subdivision where I live is about 40 years old, and we have street
lights that are about as bright as a porch light that may cover 300 feet. I don't think it's a
great burden in subdivisions. If you wat to live in a dark sky area move into a PUD. The
overwhelming majority ofpeople wiil think they are beneficial, not only in security but
everyday life. The Mayor closed the public hearing. Action.

CONSIDER THE PURCHASE OF VACTOR SEWER CLEANING TRUCK. RANDY
CLOVE/ERIC BONZO: Randy Clove - Randy: In the budget for 2021, $460,000 was
approved for purchase of a new sewer cleaning truck. Our current truck is 8 years old. It
will serve as a backup cleaning truck as well as 2 cleaning trucks running as needed in annual
cleaning and maintenance program and being able to stay on a 4-year rotation of the City.
This will give us redundancy in having a truck available for the sewer back up in
emergencies. Our recommendations are Owens Equipment and Premier Truck Group has a
state contract bid with the vehicle, which is a Vactor. These are staff recommended owned
equiprnent for the Prernier Truck purchase of the cleaning truck. Budget is $460,000
allocated for purchase ofthe cleaning truck. We're requesting an amount of $461,933. Lead
time is 6-8 months from the date of order. Paul: They'll cover the ovem:n with costs from
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their op_erating budget scott: It's only about $2,000 difference. That's a really expensive
truck. Randv: They don't take long to pay for themselves. Enoch is paying ouo $zoo,ooo
per year for their system. we do more with these trucks and use them for siorm drains,
hydro-excavation. They're a multi-purpose truck. Consent.

CONSIDERAIRPORT FUNDING FOR C OVID T9 TIIROUGH THE ( CRRSAA)
CORONAVIRUS RE SPONSE ANI) RELIEF SUP PLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS
ACT. NICK HOLT: N ick Holt, Airport Manager Nick: This is an additional funding
program available to the airport. The FAA approached us with a grant that I,m seeking
approval to have signed by the Mayor. This grant covers costs associated with COVID-I9
for operations, personnel, cleaning sanitization, janitorial services and anything combating
the spread ofpathogens at the airport and debt services. This grant is ror $t,ooos,z:g. In
addition to this amount, they will offer $5,194 funding to the airport, and that is to go
towards airport car rental relief. It will relieve approx. one year's rent in the terminil for
both car rentals. scott: so, it relieves those 2 vendors for the year? Nick: yes. The money
would come to us and we'd write an agreement with the rentals if they accept that. scott: Is
that being provided with the understanding that the car rentals do have a hardship because of
covlD-19? Nick: Yes. The car rentals pay us a loyo royalty base on their contracts. It
benefits them and relieves the stress. scott: were we expecting this grant? Nick: It's through
the presidential reliefpackage that was signed. It comes from the U.S. Treasury general
fund. Scott: The one that was signed in December? Nick: This is in addition to it. It has
more restrictions. The GARES Act grant covered operations & maintenance costs. This one
is the CRRSAA, and we'll have to be strategic in which expenses we,re submitting. Scott:
This is a 100"/o grant. Isom: Haven't we spent some money already for sanitizing? can this
be back fill for reimbursement? Nick: We can't reimburse anything that was spent using
other grants. This will be funding moving forward. we have projects related to covlD that
we can use the money for. $co,j!: will this be audited? Jason: yes. This will fall under the
single audit we do anyway. This federal funding will have to be audited with other grants
and the current package that's being discussed. Consent.

CONSIDER GRANT FROM IRON COUNTY TRC C FOR A NEW SIGN AT THE
FRONT OFTHE AI RPO RT TERMINAL. NICK HOLT: Nick Holt, Airport Manager
Nick: The airport received a grant through Iron County TRCC funding source of$19,000.
We've requested through 3 companies to provide proposals to the airport, then the airport
board was used as the selection committee. Scott: What are the dimensions and is it
illuminated? Nick: Yes. The front will lift up so it can be maintained easily. It will be
attached to the side pillars and the beam running across the A-frame. We're proposing to go
with Kolob Design and Sign. The committee selected their design. It will be backlit. The
letters and yellow decal are raised away from the sign. Mellins: I know that south facing
signs wear out quickly. What's the expected longevity with the specs? Nick: They expect
the vinyl on the back of the lettering would last about 7 years. The cost to replace it is
$1,400. The dollar amount for this sign is $19,797.95. We'dbe spending $797.95 out of our
operating budget. Consent.
CONSIDER APPROVAL OF IRo N/GARFIELD/BEAVER COUNTIES TASK
FORCE INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT. DARIN ADAMS: Darin Adams, Chief of Police
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This agreement has been ongoing for many years, but it expired in December last
year. We went through it to update the language. This task force includes every major law
enforcement entity within 3 counties. We operate the drug task force, the executive board is
made up ofchiefs and sheriffs and LEA's, including county attomeys. The executive board
is the oversite of the drug task force, critical incident task force, SWAT, ADHOC team, and a
new mental health unit. This goes over fiduciary responsibilities, indemnification, task force
commander, appointments for task force. Tyler's looked at that and sent it out to those
entities. We've received half that have been signed. Scott: The contract gave me more
understanding ofthe task force's mission, purpose and how it was established. In the
document, it says it's funded with federal and state grants. Is there money coming in ffom
any entities or cities into this task force? Darin: Yes. For Iron County, Cedar City, and Utah
Highway Patrol, we have personnel and match with our resources. Garfield Co. pays
$ 10,000/yr. to be part ofthat. I don't think Beaver Co. does. They have a full-time member
that works out of Beaver co. exclusively. The other smaller entities don't contribute. we'll
meet to discuss goals and objectives for the coming year budgets and how we could have
more contribution from the smaller entities. Parowan's committed to take their school
resource officer (SRo) this summer and put him in the task force for their contribution.
Scott: Does each chiefdecide who is the task force team? Darin: It's up to the individual
entity. Each entity will put a member on there, with the exfrtion of the commander, which
is a sergeant level position that lasts 5 years and is chosen by the board. Jeff Malcolm's a
sergeant with the sheriffs office and his 5-yr. tenor is up. J.R. Robinson selected who will
start next month and be on there for the next 5 years. scott: In this latest version ofthe
document, some nalnes on the signature line need to be updated. Darin: They've been
corrected.
Will one county have financial oversight? par;ig: Cedar City Corp. is the
fiduciary for the task force. We've done that for about 25 years. Consent.

-

ftg!:

CONSIDER A RESOLU TION AMENDING THE CITY'S STRATEGIC PLAN.
TYLER ROMERIL: Tyler Romeril - Tvler: About a week ago we had retreat. We talked
about concems and interests of the City. One was the strategic plan. Based on that
discussion, I've made some updates. Generally, some ofthe updates were aesthetic and
some words needed to be bolded. under the "values" section, the sentence that starts with
safety, we amended it to read "we actively work to ensure a safe environment for our visitors
and residents to work and live". under the "strategic Goals" section, the sentence that starts
with promote, we changed that to "promote high payingjobs that are tailored to our resources
and residents to diminish the City's wage gap". Under the section .,Enhance Citizen's
Quality of Life, the sentence beginning with review was amended to read .,review and
promote the City's emergency response plan periodically". Further down, we bolded
"continue". The next change is at the bottom last section "Foster Community Engagement,,
and the first sentence reads "continue to provide and expand programs, which include and
integrate public safety and City officials into our community,'. fu11: Which include, or
which involve? Tvler: It should be "which involve". Action.
I\{JB CEDAR CITY LLC DEVEL OPMENT WATER ISSUES, PAUL BITTMENN:
- Paul: The MJB LLC is a company that owns a large parcel of land to the
north of cedar city, that was annexed in about 2006-2008. part ofthe annexation process is
they deeded water rights to cedar city. The water rights were deeded with the annexation at
Paul Bittmenn
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.Z-a/f (acre feet) per acre of land they were annexing. There was conflict with calculation
that our engineering department went through and eventually we had a number of water
rights accepted from them. When we accepted them, we accepted a mixture of underground
and surface rights. Since then, MJB hired an expert to reevaluate water right #73-140. At the
time ofthe annexation, the research showed that water right to be an 801-a/fwater right. The
subsequent expert hired by MJB came back with a much smaller number for the water right
and submitted it to the State is a sole supply water right rather than a supplemental water
right. MJB has done the paperwork for the State, called a determination. It's a process used
by the state water engineer to figure out the scope of water right in terms ofa/for character
of the water right. They've submitted as the determination to say this water right is sole
supply, but the impact it has on Cedar City as our interest in that water right reduces. We've
had conversations with MJB and haven't reached a firm conclusion. Staff would like to ask
council for: l) in the interim, MJB has sold some minor shares to 3d parties. We want to see
if we can negotiate with the State water engineer to do a partial declaration, so those parties
can drill a well; and 2) get your permission to hire our own expert to look at their proposed
1

determination. !q$9@9y: When we did this project, we were doing about 1250 lots and
have reduced the amount significantly. The water rights will work out the way they need to,
and we may have more water than the lots we're doing. We have someone that we've sold
water rights to and they're trying to drill a well, and if they don't get it done now it could
cause problems. We'd like to try to accommodate them. fu,$: Where is the property
located? f99: Off of Lundand2400N. It's210acres. Terri: Is that pe$on part ofthe one
that was in the 88-a/f? Joe: No, we had 1,000-a/f in addition to the 800-feet we gave them.
fu!: With this 3d party, how many a/f are we talking? Joe: It's probably less than l0-a/f.
It's not significant in terms ofoverall water. It's not in the City's water, but additional water
that we had. ftg!: Why would it be tied up? Joe: All the water was together in the same
group. !gg!: If council would like I can get more details on that minority partial
determination and give those to you next week. Terri: At the time we made this agreement,
did we not have any research done on the water? How did we get into this? @: That's
when Kit (Wareham) was in charge and he did the calculations. He determined what amount
of each cut he wanted, and we gave them to him. Terri: Now we've found out you didn't
have that many? Joe: The rules have changed since then. The State has said that they're
recalculating the way water is distributed. Scott: There was an agreement with MJB and the
City. Joe: Yes. It's part of our annexation. We could have brought in water as we came
along. It's agood deal for the City, but notagood deal for us. !91r!: It's not ifthe rights
aren't there. ,!oe: There's more than enough water. Terri: Who is Emerald Holdings? Joe:
I don't know. Terri: That's one ofthe 3 entities that the rernaining water would be split;
Cedar City, MJB and Emerald Holdings. !!g: I don't know who that is. Paul: We've
worked with title companics when we've brought water in within that time using these
similar types of agreements. We didn't go through a determination on them. The process
takes time. If you have a party annexing, they don't want to wait. [9: Back then it wasn't
I don't understand the
an issue. Kit followed the formula, and we supplied the water.
change. Joe: The state has changed what the requirements are for underground, sole supply
and ditch water. In the past if you have (x) amount of groundwater then the supplemental
would be added to that and it would be equal to a culinary share. You'd take one share of
sole supply, so many shares of supplemental and the ditch, and that would equal a share.
That's how everyone did it. Those rules have changed recently and why we hired an expert

fui:
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to let us know exactly what we have. We presented his findings to the state.
I think
we need to hire someone to make sure that's corect. E4g!: If we put it on the action agenda,
I'll get the information on the minority interest. Scott: We would need 2 separate proposals:
one to move forward and one to hire someone. Terri: You'll have estimated costs. @!: It
may not be by next week. I know what our budgets are, and we won't go over. Joe: Ifyou
wanted to look at our stuffyou are welcome to. This guy is the #1 guy in the state. I'd have
to check with Brent. We're not hiding anything. Mavor: This will go on the action agenda
and bring back those couple iterns and more information. Joe: Time is of the essence for this
lady. Please keep that in consideration. She'll miss her window. Terri: We just need to
know who that is and where they fall in.
Can we take item #2 and move from consent
to action? Mavor: It can go to action.

fu!:

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 7:08 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Adams; vote unanimous.
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